Masks

Masks – you need to wear one,
Masks – go and get one,
Masks – girls wear’em,
Masks – also for men.

Masks – I want mine blue,
Masks – I like green too,
Masks – I’m on the team,
Masks – make folks mean.

Masks – a healthy statement,
Masks – a life investment,
Masks – just wear one,
Masks – without we’re done.

Masks – why are they political?
Masks – the proof’s unequivocal,
Masks – divide blue and red,
Masks – keep you from dead.

Masks – who’d have thought,
Masks – a battle well fought,
Masks – a glimpse of reality,
Masks - a sign of spirituality.

Masks – make one yourself,
Masks – or buy it off the shelf,
Masks – they define who we are,
Masks – even in the bar.

Masks – unknown in the beginning,
Masks – will the need be ending?
Masks – a sign of the times,
Masks – mine has designs.

Masks – we need move forward,
Masks – they shouldn’t be borrowed,
Masks – define us today,
Masks – they have much to say.

So mosey on over to the Church of the Earth,
We have a pew just waiting for you,
And we’ll all rap together about our masks,
I’ll wear mine and you will too.